A physical interpretation of axioms of the differential structure of space-time is presented. Consequences of such interpretation for cosmic string's space-time with a scalar field are studied. It is shown that the assumption of smoothness of the scalar field leads either to modification of cosmic string's space-time global properties or to quantization of the deficit of angle: ∆ = 2π(1 − 1/n), n = 1, 2, .
Introduction
There are various ideas of generalization of the manifold notion. For example Aronszajn and Marshall [1, 2] have developed theory of so-called subcartesian spaces. Mostov [3] and Spallek [4, 5] have defined spaces called at present Mostov spaces. Roman Sikorski defined differential spaces (d-spaces for short) [6] .
There is a strong requirement for notions more general than manifolds in theoretical physics both classical and quantum . Here are few examples. a) Theory of singularities in General Relativity; space-time with its singular boundary is not a manifold [7, 8] ,
b) The space of solutions of Einstein equation (superspace) is not a manifold [9] , c) A class of non-differential processes described in book by Arnold [10] .
The generalizations of the manifold concept have not found applications in physics yet. Among reasons of such situation I can mention excessive abstractness of some theories and small amount of theorems useful in practice. Differential spaces in the sense of Sikorski are generalization of the manifold concept by omitting the condition of existence of local diffeomorphisms to IR n . The generalization admit to considerations larger class of object than manifolds. Simultaneously, mathematical tools (definitions and theorems) of the d-spaces theory is similar to that one usually used in ordinary differential geometry. From the point of view of physics, where differential geometry plays a very important role, differential geometry on d-spaces is a natural tool for generalization of a physical theory. Other important argument which distinguishes the d-spaces theory is a great number of useful theorems.
Among various structures existing in a space-time (e.g. topological, chronological, metrical, spinorial etc. ) only differential structure is not well elaborated. Since the structure may play a fundamental role in quantization of gravity [11] every result concerning d-structure of space-time models seems to be valuable.
Differential spaces in the sense of Sikorski
A differential space in the sense of Sikorski is defined as follows.
Let (M, top(M)) be a topological space and C 0 a set of real functions on M. A function f : M → IR is local C 0 -function on M if for every p 0 ∈ M there is a neighbourhood U ∈ top(M) and ϕ ∈ C 0 such that f | U = ϕ| U . The set of all local C 0 functions on M is denoted by (C 0 ) M . 
3) M is equipped with the topology τ C which is the weakest topology on M in which functions of C are continuous.
A picture of our world is formed by measures providing us with information coded in form of real functions. One can say that reality is given to us by a family of real functions existing on M. If the family is sufficiently "complete" one can identify it with the d-structure C. Then the first axiom of definition 2.2 guarantees consistency of a local physics with the global one. The second axiom means that information obtained by superposition with smooth functions on IR n do not lead to a new information not contained in C (see [12] ).
Let us test how the above described idea works in practice on example of cosmic string's space-time with a scalar field.
D-space of cosmic string's space-time
The space-time of cosmic string (M, g) is a pseudoriemannian manifold with conical type quasiregular singularity and equipped with the metric
where k = (1 − ∆/2π) , t, z ∈ IR, ρ ∈ (0, ∞), φ ∈ 0, 2π) and ∆ stands for the deficit of angle. This manifold is isometric to (
is an embedding and η (5) is the five-dimensional Minkowski metric.
The singular boundary in this approach is represented by the set S × IR 2 , where S denotes vertex of the cone C
• and the dot under C denotes that now the vertex is taken into account. The presented dipheomorphic picture of a space-time of cosmic string is interesting for two reasons. First, it shows the sense of the conical singularity in a demonstrative manner [13, 14] . Second, it enables us to construct immediately the differential structure in the sense of Sikorski for cosmic string's space-time both with and without singularity.
In this approach, d-space of a cosmic string constitutes d-subspace (
denotes an operation of taking closure with respect to localization (definition [6, 15, 16] ). The cosmic string's space-time with singularity is not a manifold but it is still a d-space in the sense of Sikorski. The set
represents background d-space of cosmic string's space-time with singularity.
The above mentioned d-spaces of cosmic string are not convenient from technical and methodological point of view. Therefore, in the following, two auxiliary d-spaces (P • ,P • ) and (P • ,P • ) will be investigated rather than (
, respectively. The auxiliary d-spaces are defined as follows. 
The (P • ,P • ) is used for description of a cosmic string's space time with singularity. Both (P • ,P • ) and (P • ,P • ) are not Hausdorff topological spaces. Therefore they are not dipheomorphic to (
, respectively. However, after some identifications of points ofP
• and ofP • one can obtain dspaces dipheomorphic to above mentioned background d-spaces of cosmic string's space-time (see [13, 14, 16] for details). In addition, every statement concerning smoothness and differential dimension true for (P • ,P • ) and (P • ,P • ) holds also for
2 ) (see [16] for details). Thus, without loss of correctness one can confine further considerations to (P • ,P • ) and (P • ,P • ).
Physical fields and differential structure for cosmic string
Let us consider normal modes of a Klein-Gordon field on the cosmic string's spacetime background. The modes have the following form:
where ǫ, β ∈ IR, l ∈ Z Z, N ǫ,l,β is the normalization constant and k ∈ (0, 1) is defined in formula (1). The F is an analytical function. Its detailed form is without meaning for further studies. It is easy to check that Proposition 4.1 For every ǫ, β ∈ IR, l ∈ Z Z and k ∈ (0, 1) the normal modesΨ
are smooth functions on (P • ,P • ).
Proposition 4.2 For every ǫ, β ∈ IR and l ∈ Z Z the modes naturally prolonged to singularityΨ
are a) smooth functions on
Following proposition 4.1 one can say that the d-space of a cosmic string's gravitational field is from the very beginning "prepared" for insertion of a Klein-Gordon field on its background. The fact of insertion of the Klein-Gordon field is from the point of view of cosmic string's space time interior the only an indication which functions among already existing inP
• are the normal modes. The situation is much more interesting when one takes into account the conical singularity (proposition 4.2). Then, in general, the insertion of the scalar field enforces a supplementation ofP
• . The situation clarifies the following proposition.
Proposition 4.3 LetP
• be the smallest d-structure containingΨ
• ǫ,l,β as smooth functions;P
• := Gen(α
where S denotes the set of singular points.
Details of proofs one can find in [16] .
For ∆ = 2π(1 − 1/n) the insertion of a Klein-Gordon field changes global properties of cosmic string's background d-space. The new background d-space (P • ,P • ) is not dipheomorphic to (P • ,P • ). For example the dimension of its tangent spaces at singular points is 6 while for (P • ,P • ) is 5. That means that (P • ,P • ) do not represent background d-space of a cosmic string.
In the case of ∆ = 2π(1 − 1/n) the supplemented d-structureP
• andP
• are the same so the background d-space of a cosmic string's space-time does not change.
The similar result holds for an electromagnetic field and gravitational radiation on cosmic string's space-time background [16] . Thus, one can formulate the following theorem. 
where n = 1, 2, . . . .
Comparison with results obtained by means of field theory methods
The issues of previous section were obtained by means of strictly geometrical methods within the theory of differential spaces in the sense of Sikorski. There appear the question: whether an echo of these anticipations one can find among results obtained by the field theory methods?
In the present section I will discuss some results of papers by Hacyan and Sarmiento [17] and also by Aliev and Gal'tsov [18, 19] .
1) Sarmiento and Hacyan have studied the energy density spectrum of vacuum surrounding cosmic string for massless fields with spin 0, 1/2, and 1. Briefly speaking they have shown that the energy density of vacuum is given by the following formula
where k has meaning as in (1) . When k = 1/n, n = 1, 2, . . . and so for deficits of angle ∆ = 2π(1 − 1/n) the energy density is like for the Minkowski space-time:
One can say that in this case the energy density is not distorted. The result is independent of spin.
2) The conical nature of space-time cosmic string geometry is a cause of a class of effects absent in the Minkowski space-time (for example: the lensing effect [20] ). One of the most interesting effect is a gravitational radiation emitted by a freely moving particle (conical bremsstrahlung). The total energy emitted by the particle in the form of gravitational radiation is given by the formula
where f is a function of parameters of motion. Its explicit form one can find in the article by Aliev [18] . It is easy to check that the conical bremsstrahlung effect vanishes when k = 1/n, n = 1, 2, . . . like in the above section.
Final remarks
Results concerning cosmic string's space-time obtained in previous sections could be interpreted as follows. The assumption of smoothness of physical fields introduces a new kind of coupling. Usually the coupling of a gravitational field and physical fields holds throughout the energy-momentum tensor in Einstein equations. The new coupling has a global nature and carries out through differential structure of cosmic string leading to changes in global properties of this space-time. When one enforce vanishing of such "differential coupling" then the gravitational field of a cosmic string becomes quantized and simultaneously every effect mentioned in the section 5 vanishes.
